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The Shifting Tide"
It’s amazing to realize that we have now spent more than 7 years here in Africa, encouraging 
radio broadcasting across a changing continent. Although we came in 2007, we still carried 
Asia in our hearts. We had grown to appreciate life in a variety of locations. It now seems that 
the tide is shifting once more to our ministry roots in Asia."
In recent months, it became increasingly apparent that our time with TWR in Africa was going 
to be a short-term assignment. We’d been invited to join this partner ministry as they were in 
the midst of a number of transitional issues. I knew upon arrival in 2013, it would be best for 
local Africans to take up ministry development roles within the organization. Although 
assigned to East Africa initially, it wasn’t long before I realized my assignment would be quite 
different. Rather than developing contextual radio ministry, my role shifted to rehabilitating 
existing TWR ministry partners in southern Africa where bloated financial liabilities were 
strangling ministry opportunities. The depth of the problems meant there were no quick fixes. 
Recovery would be painfully slow, fiscally draining and traumatic for those involved. "
After much prayer and consultation, Barb and I reached the decision that TWR-Africa was not 
the ministry match we thought it would be. As a result, our secondment to the organization 
lapsed and was not extended. This month, our involvement with their ministry comes to a 
close. We leave behind new friends and colleagues who will be continuing this vital ministry of 
producing and delivering sound Biblical content so desperately needed across the region. "
We’ve also been in conversations with our parent ministry, Far East Broadcasting Company 
(FEBC) over the past few months. With our time in Africa coming to a close, new opportunities 
in Asia were appearing. FEBC has undergone considerable changes in the last two years with 
new leadership and a refined international structure. In the midst of this, ministry still 
continues. An evolving international team of missionaries with media related expertise now 
needs to be reshaped to most effectively serve local FEBC ministry efforts throughout Asia. 
FEBC has invited me to return as a part of the leadership core of the International Service 
Team (IST) of FEBC International. I’ve been invited to work with this core to redefine and 
deploy services to established and new FEBC ministry initiatives in an ever changing media 
environment across Asia."
We expect to leave South Africa in September this year, packing up our home and storing our 
possessions here until we determine where our next home will be. Our return to the US for an 
extended home assignment will pass through Asia. I will be joined by another core member of 
IST to begin defining how the new team will function. Barb and I will also be evaluating where 
we will relocate in Asia following our home assignment, with possible locations including 
Indonesia, Cambodia, and the Philippines. We expect to return to the US mid-September to 
share with you what our next ministry role will be."
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We would covet your prayer and continued partnership with us as we launch into a new 
chapter of ministry back to our roots in Asia."

❖ Pray for the relationships we leave behind in South Africa. God has blessed us with 
so many opportunities to encourage and disciple others. Pray that we will be able to 
transition well and encourage those we will be leaving behind."

❖ Pray for our travels through Asia in September, that God would give greater clarity to 
the direction of our next ministry assignment, where we should live, and how we 
should work together effectively to further FEBC’s media ministry efforts in that 
region. "

❖ Pray for God’s direction as we consider where we will be living following our home 
assignment in the US. There are many details and much paperwork to be completed 
and processed once we determine where we’ll be next."

❖ Pray for our arrangements for home assignment in the US, including lodging and 
transportation. Pray for opportunities to visit with you as well as new supporting 
partners to help us financially assume this new ministry assignment. "

We have some considerable expenses as a result of the transition. We need to fund our 
return flights to the US ($2,000) plus the shipping of our personal effects to Asia ($5,400). If 
you would be in a position and wish to contribute a special gift to help offset these transition 
expenses, please send that gift as per the instructions below."
Thank you for standing with us in the midst of yet another transition in our lives. We look 
forward to sharing more with you upon our return to the US in September. More details yet to 
come."

Until All Hear,!

Bob Bartz"
US Phone: (320) 310-0739 <rings through to South Africa via Skype> 
E-Mail: rbartz@febc.org, barb@febc.org  
On the Web: http://bartzsignalonline.wordpress.com 

P.S. Financial support for our ministry in Africa can be forwarded directly to FEBC in the 
United States. Please forward your gift to Account #104, Far East Broadcasting Company, PO 
Box 1, LaMirada, CA 90637-0001 USA. Online donations are possible through the FEBC web 
site. Visit our missionary page at: 

http://febc.org/bartz 
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Bartz’s Home Assignment Address: 
Bob & Barb Bartz  
1902 Deer Valley Rd 
Fergus Falls, MN 56537-4492  
USA 
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